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JOINT CONVENTION
In accordance with concurrent resolution duly adopted, the
joint convention was called to order, Lieutenant-Governor Kimball, President of the Senate, presiding.
President Kimball announced a quorum present and the joint
convention duly organized.
Senator Johnston of Franklin moved that a committee of three
be appointed, one from the Senate and two from the House, to
notify the Iowa Pioneer Lawmakers' Association that the joint
convention was ready to receive th,em.
Motion prevailed and the President appointed as such committee: Senator Johnston of Franklin, Representatives Hansen of
Scott, and 0 'Donnell of Dubuque.
Senator Johnston from the committee appointed to notify the
Iowa Pioneer Lawmakers' Association that the joint convention
was ready to receive them, appeared with the visiting guests.
The program was then carried out as arranged by the Iowa
Pioneer Lawmakers' Association, Hon. A. B. Funk, President of
the Association, in charge.
The following address of welcome was given by Senator Elllis
of .Appanoose county:
MR. PRESIDENT, MR. SPEAKER, MEMBERS OF THE PIONEER LAWMAKERS
ASSOCIATION, MEMBERS OF THE FORTY-SECOND GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
AND FRIENDS:

I am sure that I bespeak the sentiment of every member of the present
assembly when I say that it affords us the very greatest of pleasure to
welcome the representatives of those who, in the days gone by, sat within
these walls, have labored together, and have wrought the legislation that
has made this commonwealth of ours what it is today, and what we hope
it may be in the future. To you gentlemen who have labored here in the
days gone by I do not need to say that you have laid foundations that
are deep and wide, and that upon these foundations those of us whose
task it is to take your places, whose privilege it is to take your places,
are building along with those who may come after us too, a superstructure
that shall keep this glorious state of ours chief among the galaxy of
stars that represent the states of this Union.
I would not be surprised to find, if we were to go back into the records
of those bygone days, that when you were sitting in these halls you had
the same difficulties that we are encountering in these days. I would
not be surprised if, were we to go back into those old records, we would
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find that there was about as much foolish legislation proposed as some
of us propose now, and I would not be surprised to learn that it often
became necessary for you to meet around the conference table, with a
give-and-take attitude, until at last you reached some firm basis upon
which you could all agree, and which in the long run was for the benefit
of the entire commonwealth. I recognize today, as you did then, that
all legislation is a matter of compromise, wherein principles are not involved, that as legislators it becomes our duty to recognize the opinions
and to respect the opinion of those who may differ with us.
We are glad today to welcome you here, and to know that you did so
well the work that was yours to do in the days gone by, and we trust
that those of us who now sit in your places may be worthy of the heritage
that you have handed to us, and that when from our hands go the working tools of state that we too may pass on to others a heritage as rich
and as noble as that which you have passed on to us. We welcome you
and honor you in this assemblage this afternoon.

The response on behalf of the association 'vas given by Hon.
H. \V. Byers, Yice president of the Pioneer Lawmakers.
MR. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, AND MEMBERS OF THE JOINT
ASSEMBLY OF THE FORTY-SECOND GENERAL ASSEMBLY:

When Senator Funk asked me to make brief response to your welcome
the first thought that came into my mind was that in the early days of
my experience in the legislature I thought I learned one lesson, at least,
and that was that legislating for the great state of Iowa was the most
important item to keep in mind. I could not begin to tell you, gentlemen
and friends who are here, the thrill that comes to me in having the
opportunity to stand on this platform. Of course we want to thank you
for this welcome, and we want you to know that we are not only interested in what the Pioneer Lawmakers Association is doing, but we are
h1terested every minute of every day in what is going on under the golden
dome of this old capitol. One of the men who spoke to us this morning,
one of the splendid representatives of this great state, a man who has
aided in writing upon the statute books of Iowa law after law that had
to do with the development and growth of the boys and girls of this state,
that had to do with the welfare of the communities of Iowa, that had
everything to do with the sick and the unfortunate. He told us this
morning that when he started down for his first session in the Senate,
that the uppermost thought in his mind and the thing that swelled his
bosom the most was the thought that the little town, Iitle county seat
town where he lived, Glenwood, was the best town in all Iowa, that Mills
county was the best county in the state, and that Iowa was the greatest
state in the Union. And there is the keynote to the well developed man
and the efficient member of the General Assembly.
It reminded me very much of a little incident, personal in its nature,
that occurred last fall. Mrs. Byers and I started from Des Moines one
beautiful .lfternoon, an Iowa afternoon, the kind of a day that makes
a man glad he lives in this state and among these people. We drove on
west through Guthrie Center, on through Audubon county, circled around
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the curves of those wonderful hills, and finally came into the little town
named Hamlin in Audubon county. There we found that our machine
would not run without gas and water, and we had to go into a station
to get some gas. The man selling the gas was a man I had known for
forty years or more, one of those splendid adopted citizens of this land
cf ours, a man who came here with little, if anything, except the clothes
he had on his back and in all those years had prospered and grown until
he was a genuine representative of America. We drove in there, and he
is one of the men who likes a joke, and so he did not let on that he knew
me. I told him that I wanted some gas. He served me with the gas, put
some water in my radio-well, that will do, radio is the big thing now anyhow-and then I said to him, "Chris, how far is it to the best town in
Iowa?" "Why, Webb," he says, "You are in her now." There is the
thought, when we stand for our home town, when we stand for our home
community, when we stand for our home state, when we believe in and
have faith in the men and women that are living with us, then we are
having in our lives that inspiration out of which come big, clean, strong
men.
But I want to say, without taking any more of your time, that it was
wonderful privilege to come here to make these few remarks, and to
thank you for your welcome. I want just to round out these few rambling
statements that I have been able to make, to tell you that I believe probably more in one little expression of Abraham Lincoln's than all the others
he said, in fact, it fits here better or as well as anything that I could
say, and that was this: "Die when I may, I want all my friends who know
me best to know that I always clipped a thistle and planted a flower where
a flower would grow."
b

Now, I thank you for this welcome on behalf of the Pioneer Lawmakers
Association, and I speak for all of them because we have just had two
wonderful sessions yonder in the Historical building. We not only thank
you, but I leave this presence with the hope that for myself and for them,
that in your work here in this session of the General Assembly, I say,
we hope that in all those things that have to do with tl\e little folks, of
those things that are necessary to make it possible for the little boys and
little girls to have a fair chance in life, and in all those things that have
to do with the welfare and comfort of the sick and unfortunate, and that
in all those things which have to do with the training and education of
our youth, that you may excel everything we ever did or boasted of doing.

Hon. Burton. E. Sweet of Waverly was then introduced and
addressed the Joint Convention as follows:
MR. CHAIRMAN,\ MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND MEMBERS OF
THE PIONEER LAWMAKERS' ASSOCIATION OF IOWA:

At the outset I wish to express to you my profound appreciation for the
compliment that you have paid me in calling upon me to address you upon
this occasion.
As I look about me today I realize that nothing in this world can pause
or stay, that there is unceasing change everywhere, and that this fundamental principle applies to men as well as events.
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Time is a great leveler, and it takes a very unusual man to be thought
of or even spoken of one hundred years after his death.
Not a member that served with me in this House twenty-seven years
ago is a member of the present assembly. Some of the men I associated
with then in public life, have held high positions of trust and confidence in
our state and nation. Some of them have been judges, governors, congressmen, senators and members of the cabinet of the President of the
United States. Some of them have succumbed to the ravages of disease
and have gone to the Undiscovered Country. Some of them have returned
to the ordinary walks of life, and have taken an active part in the affairs
of their communities and counties, and have given of their best to the
worthy citizenship of the state. Some of them were lawyers, doctors,
farmers, artisans and business men. All of them have played their parts
well, and have contributed in no small degree to our present standing,
achievements, and glory as one of the leading commonwealths of the nation.
Iowa, as a state, is unusually favored by way of location, soil, climate
and resources.
The other day I read in Holy Writ of the Garden of Eden. It is d•
scribed as being a place where every tree and herb grew that was pleasant
to the sight of man and good for food. It is also recorded that a river
ftowed through the Garden, wbich was divided into four heads or sources.
It is described as an ideal spot for the abode of man. That such a place
did exist on the earth at one time, the Bible is abundant proof. Where it
existed is lost in the night of antiquity. Even tradition cannot assist us
in finding it. As to where it is located, scientists are silent. Theologians
long ago have abandoned looking for it. They now say, "We know it did
exist, but just when and where it existed we do not know and neither are
we concerned, for when it existed and where it existed does not now enter
into the salvation of man.""
·
By a strange coincident, a few days ago, I picked up a book written by
Agassiz, the great naturalist and thinker, and to my surprise I read the
following :
"First born among the continents, though so much later in culture and
civilization, than some of more recent birth, America, so far as her physical history is concerned, has been falsely denominated the new world.
Hers was the first dry land lifted out of the waters; hers the first shores
washed by the ocean that enveloped all the earth Msides ; and while
Europe was represented only by islands rising here and there above the
sea, America already stretched one unbroken line of land from Nova
Scotia to the far west."
After I read this, I began to do a little thinking on my own hook. I
reasoned that the Garden of Eden could not have been located in Asia or
on the banks of the wandering Nile. Neither could it have been located
in Europe or any of the small islands of the sea. Then I remembered that
it was written in Holy Writ that the waters were gathered together in
one place. That the dry land appeared and that the Garden of Eden was
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upon that dry land. I reasoned then that if the Garden of Eden was upon
the first dry land, it must have been located upon the North American
continent.
Having located it upon this continent, I began to look for evidence to
determine, if possible, just where it was on this continent. I glanced in
the pages of Holy Writ and I found that a river ran through the Garden
of Eden and thence it was parted and became divided into four heads or
sources. I also read that one of these rivers compassed a land where there
was gold. That one of the rivers branched to the East. I began to study
the map of the United States. I saw the Mississippi River. I saw the
three great tributaries, the Missouri, the Platte and the Ohio. The conclusion was irresistible that it was located in the Mississippi Valley. The
Missouri which finds its source in the Rocky Mountains and which cpmpasses great gold fields. The Ohio which branches otr to the far East and
finds its source in the Alleghenies. I knew then it must be in the Mississippi Valley, and I asked myself, "Where in the Mississippi Valley?"
I knew it must be a place where trees, herbs and vegetation grew in
abundance. It must have a healthful and invigorating climate. It must
be a place upon which nature had showered the bounties of heaven. It
must be a place lit by the smile of God.
I then turned my attention to Iowa. Iowa! Magnificent Iowar
Bounded by two mighty rivers. Surely, if there ever was a spot especially prepared for the abode of man, it is right here in our own native
state.
We have a soil from two to four feet in depth which is not excelled anywhere in the world. We have less waste land than any other state in the
union. We have building rock strewn all over our farms in just the right
amount to meet the demands of building purposes. A part of our state
is underlaid with coal to supply us with fuel.
Each season our farms are covered with waving golden grain and with
com fields as far as the eye can reach. And we behold each season cattle
grazing on our thousand hills.
Is it any wonder, then, that standing here in the presence of all these
resources, with all these evidences of prosperity, of happiness, of thrift
and enterprise about me, that I would naturally draw the conclusion that
Iowa is and was the Garden of Eden?
I have indulged in this little bit of pleasantry to bring forcibly to your
minds the advantages that we enjoy as a state by way of location, climate
and resources, and the immeasurable blessings that should naturally ftow
to a people so providentially favored.
The development and settlement of Iowa, the center of a great nation;
the development and settlement of the Mississippi Valley, now the granary
of the world; in short, the reclaiming of the West! How boundless the
theme, how inspiring the subject. The rapidity with which the change
has been wrought, the stupendous character of the transition that has
taken place in the last seventy years can scarcely be compassed by the
imagination of man in its wildest ftights. It was an extraordinary migration. You may search the pages of history in vain to find a single parallel.
In order that we may get a just conception of what it meant to settle
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this great state, we must study the lives and characters of the men and
women who participated in that settlement and spent their lives in assist·
ing in the development of this territory. We must go with them to their
huts and log cabins, with their dirt floors. We must go with them on to
their farms, and seat ourselves at their firesides. We must live again the
lives that they lived. We must endure the hardships and privations that
they endured. We must sympathize with them in their sufferings and
rejoice with them in their triumphs. We must be with them each morning
at the rising of the sun. We must be with them at noonday as they par·
take of their frugal fare. We must be with them each evening as the sun
sinks to rest in the western heavens. We must look in upon them during
the long winter evenings and behold father, mother, sister and brother at
the family fireside. We must behold them in the winters' fiercest storms
when the boreal blasts sweep down from the North, and the blizzards rage.
We must behold them when the summer's sunshine bathes all in a resplendent light.
As I stand here today in the Capitol building of Iowa, located in the
heart of the nation, I cannot help but exclaim, what a magnificent story
to tell is the settlement and development of this great commonwealth I A
story of courage, of self-denial, of frugality, of enterprise, of enthusiasm,
'which challenges the admiration of all the sons of men. Surely here is
an example for civilized man in all succeeding ages to emulate and follow.
Surely here is a scene for painters and poets. And as the mind dwells
upon the scene the imagination kindles at the retrospect and we are transported back to the time less than one hundred years ago, when this whole
territory was a vast unexplored and uninhabited wilderness. A land, so to
speak, fresh from the hand of the Infinite. A land where white man had
nt'ver trod before. Here was a vast area of land that slept for centuries
untouched by civilized man.
The morning sun rose for thousands of years daily, and its beams
guilded naught but a boundless expanse of rolling prairies, covered in
winter by snow and sleet, and in summer billowed by waving grass
which resembled the waves of the mighty ocean. Here in this very
state of ours, at that time, along the banks of our rivers, roamed herds
of American bison. Here the deer and antelope bounded at will. Here,
at the lonely midnight hour the coyotes set up their dismal yell. Here
"the rank thistle nodded in the wind, and the wild fox dug his bole
unscared." Here the smoke from the wigwams of the American Indians
rose heavenward each morning and evening, and was lost in the blue
dome of the azure sky. Here in autumn time the prairie fires raged
at will, yet molested not a single white man. Here rivers rolled on in
solemn silence to the sea, but they turned not a spindle. Not a city,
not a village, nto a church, not a single house or schoolhouse stood upon
the banks of our streams. Our soil had never felt the enlivening touch
of the plowshare. The sparce timber that skirted the banks of our
rivers showed no signs of the woodsmen's ax, or gave any evidence of
civilized man. ~verywhere was unrestrained nature.
As I stand here in imagination, ·in this great wilderness, hundreds
of miles from civilization, surrounded on every hand by a magnificent
solitude, profound, unspeakable, a dead calm seems all the world con·
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tnined. It is the Universe. Lo! As I stand here I am aware of an inexpressible premonition that something momentous is about to happen.
I harken, and I hear a distant sound of the rush and roar of mighty
waters. As I listen, I can hear the tramp, tramp, tramp, of the army
of civilization, as it is sweeping westward toward the setting sun. I
look about me, and I behold the terror-stricken face of the Red man.
He gazes for a moment toward the east, as if in defiance. Then looks
hurriedly about him, and for a moment he gazes out across the land
that we now inhabit, wraps his blanket about him, bids a last farewell
to his happy hunting ground, the graves of his ancestors, and flees
hopelessly and swiftly westward before the onward march of civilization. His disappearance reminds me of the fl.ight of wild birds in their
mad rush before the oncoming, the awe-inspiring storm. I see the American bison, deer and antelope fl.eeing, as it were, from the wrath of man.
They and civilized man cannot long inhabit the same territory. I look
again, and I see the great army of civilization in its triumphant march
across the states known as Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee,
a1:d Illinois. I see the covered wagons as they cross the Mississippi
River and slowly make their toilsome journey into Iowa and invade our
pra1r1es. I see them felling trees on the banks of our streams. I see
them in their scattered settlements along our rivers. I behold civilized
man contending with crude conditions. I see them battling with their
privations. I see them in all their primitiveness. I behold them laying
the foundations of a mighty inland empire, and above it all, and through
it all, it seems to me that I can see the hand of God directing the great
course of events.
That applies to my ancestors, and your ancestors, and to you, whose
locks have been silvered by time. Many of your fathers, many of you,
left the land of our childhood, the homes of your fathers, and the tombs
of your ancestors and settled in splendid Iowa. Many of you came from
countries across the sea.
I look again, and where once was all solitude, and a vast wildernEss, I behold fields of waving golden grain, cornfields extending as far
as the eye can reach. I see towns and cities springing up like the flowers
of the tropics. I see great lines of railroads constructed across our
prairies, bringing the markets of the world to our very door. I see inventions leap like magic from the brains of men. I see the sturdy
pioneers take part in a great Civil War for the preservation of the
Union and the Flag. I see telephone and telegraph lines constructed,
connecting us with the peoples of every civilized country. I see the
state filled with horseless chariots, which run like lightning. I see
flying machines like white-winged ships sailing the ocean of the sky.
I hear mysterious voices emanating from the thousands of radios,
throughout the land. I see the wilderness turned into a blooming, fruitful garden. I see a new country, settled with steam and electricity,
and where once was desolation and dreariness, I behold schools and
books, and colleges, and universities and churches. I see factories and
workshops filled with contented workmen. I behold order brought out
. of chaos. I behold the establishment of township, municipal and state
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governments, based upon the consent of the governed. I witness the
convening of legislative assemblies, and constitutional conventions, and
the formation of representative government. I behold the establishment
of courts and tribunals of justice. I behold thousands of happy homes.
I behold the faces of millions of free men and women.
I am proud of the fact that my ancestors took part in the development of this country. My mother was born in the state of Vermont,
and my father in Ohio. They came to Iowa in 1867. My father's
people came from the state of Massachusetts. And their tombstones
are like milestones along the highway of our national development,
as the mighty tide of immigration rolled westward toward the setting
sun, and our nation swept on to empire and greatness. I rejoice that
they lived in an extraordinary age, and were early pioneers.
The early pioneers of Iowa were not attracted hither by the lure
of gold, wealth, station or power. They were not imbued with the spirit
- of conquest or the acquisition of dominions. They came here to establish homes for themselves and their children. They were actuated by
the highest motives of conscience, of parental duty, and religious responsibility. They looked upon the home as sacred and the prime unit
of representative government. There is nothing just like it, or more
herioc, in all history.
They were not ignorant of political institutions, civil liberty, and the
t"achings of Christianity. Everything was civilized but the physical
world about them. Within their hearts, brains and souls, they contained
in substance all that the ages have done for human government. They
possessed an indomitable courage and perseverance. They were independent and self-reliant. They were imbued with the spirit that actuated
the early settlers of this country. They were filled with admiration for
the deeds and characters of their forbears. They had the advantages
of being familiar with the traditions, examples, and experiences of two
hundred years of pioneering on this continent. Their conception of
governmental institutions were in accord with the founders of the Republic. They h{ld a keen sense of right and wrong, and believed in the
equality of all men before the law, regardless of position, power or
wealth. They believed in the principles of liberty, justice,. and equality
advocated by the fathers. They asked no special favors from the state
or nation, and they expected none. All they demanded was that the
g·o vernment protect them in their liberties and property, and guarantee
to them an equal opportunity and chance in the race of life.
The pioneer lawmakers in drafting our state constitution and in formulating our early laws, kept in mind the fundamental principles of government, set forth in the Federal Constitution. They realized that they
were not establishing a business concern when they drafted our state
constitution, and gave us the form of state government under which we
live. They adhered at all times to the doctrine "Render unto business
the things that pertain to business, and unto government the things
that pertain to government."
Let us have faith in Iowa. Let us remember that we live in an agricultural state. That agriculture must have its place in the sun. That
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notwithstanding that fact, all the various interests of the state are inseparably bound together. That industries cannot succeed if the laborer
is poorly paid. That transportation cannot prosper if agriculture declines. All of the various interests of the state must be considered,
"for the benefit of one, is the benefit of all, and the neglect of one is
the neglect of all."
The early pioneers are fast passing into the shadows of the eternal
night. Their course on earth will soon be run. Who could ask for a
more glorius existence than they experienced. Who would wish that
they had lived in another age, or in a different clime. To be sure, they
toiled, but they were not slaves or vassals. They were free, but they
did not live unto themselves alone. They ruled, but they were not
tyrants or despots. They endured hardships and privations, but they
were not overcome; they were triumphant. The prairies were
desolate and dreary at times, but they experienced a touch of nature,
vouchsafed to but few. They were influenced and educated by cloud
and star, by storm and sun, and every winding stream. The absolutism and equality of nature became a part of their very being, and
mental make-up. Their deductions and conclusions on matters of statecraft were usually sound for they were brought in daily contact with
the inexorable laws of nature. They reasoned naturally from cause to
effect, and consequently they discerned man's true relation to man, and
dealt largely with fundamentals of government. They transmitted to
us a great inheritance. Let us then admonish those who shall rise to
fill our places in the long line of generations yet to come, to follow in
the footsteps of the early pioneers, to be guided by their precepts and
governed by their examples.
Let them draw inspiration from the lives and characters of the early
pioneers who dedicated their services to the founding of homes and
the establishment of representative government in the state of Iowathe best form of government yet devised by the mind of man.
If they do all these things, the doctrines and sentiments of a Lenine
and Trotsky will not gain a foothold on our soil. If they do all these
things, a Mussolini cannot rise in this state or. nation to subvert our
liberties and dominate our government.
We welcome future generations to the great state of Iowa. We welcome them to the inheritance which has been ours to enjoy. We welcome them to the benefits of good government. We welcome them to
our fertile soil and verdant prairies, that they may share with us in
the fruits of honest toil and the just rewards of agriculture. "We welcome them to the treasures of science and the delights of learning."
We welcome them to our home in agricultural Iowa. We welcome them
to the innumerable blessings of husbandry and the joys and delights
which are to be found in the Garden of Eden.

Brief addresses on behalf of the Association were made by Hon.
George l\L Titus of Muscatine, Hon. E . D. Chassell of Des Moines,
Hon. Shirley Gilliland of Glenwood, and Hon. E. R. Zeller of
Winterset.
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